A comparison of conventional panoramic radiographs with volumetric computed tomography images in the preoperative assessment of impacted mandibular third molars.
In the present study, we evaluated the geometric, topographic, and anatomic reliability of volumetric computed tomography (VCT) images by comparing conventional panoramic radiographs with reconstructed VCT panoramic and paraxial images before performing third molar surgery. A total of 6 anatomic sites on 10 patients who showed a topographic relationship between the apices of the third molar root and the mandibular canal were preoperatively assessed by 5 oral surgeons using conventional panoramic radiographs; these were complemented and compared with secondary reconstructed paraxial and panoramic VCT images. The position of the apices in relation to the mandibular canal could be revealed on 94% of VCT reconstructed paraxial images. Assessment of VCT paraxial images could be facilitated by using a toolbar marker in 70% of the paraxial images. In 90% of the paraxial images, it was possible to assess the relationship of the mandibular canal and its adjacent anatomy. The visual grading scores for conventional panoramic images were significantly better on all 7 assessed anatomic sites compared with the reconstructed VCT panoramic images. The results showed that the VCT paraxial images gave a significantly clearer perception of the mandibular nerve than conventional panoramic radiographs. However, conventional panoramic radiographs were shown to be better than the VCT reconstructed panoramic images and were therefore an invaluable tool in the "expert-derived" assessment and posed the potential for identifying the need for further VCT diagnostic procedures.